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HormonomicsDB

Validation and Applications

Programming and Design:
- Coded in the R computational language (v4.0.3).
- User interface designed with R Shiny (v1.5.0).
- In silico prediction of retention times (RTs) by ReTip.
- Proof of concept using an in house training dataset.
- Output includes 248 real and hypothesized plant hormones.
- Hypothesized metabolites were generated by synthetic
biotransformation.

Use:
- Users can query against the M and M+H, common adducts,
and synthetic biotransformations of these hormones in
both ESI positive and negative.
- Upload standard format .csv files with m/z and RTs.
- Select database to query.
- Custom databases can be searched with the new "shell"
feature (v1.1).
- User's data is not saved.

ryland.giebelhaus@ubc.ca
hormonomicsdb.com

What is Hormonomics
Hormonomics is the study of the full spectrum of metabolites

with hormone function. Hormones are signaling molecules
which are found in very low concentrations. 

Hormones are transported between
cells and tissues to regulate

physiological responses.

Hormonomics not only looks at
hormones in their native state but is

also concerned with conjugates,
precursors, catabolites, and storage

forms.

Initially designed for plants, but it has
applications for other species.
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Hormonomics Workflow

A dataset from the untargeted metabolomics experiment
reported in Brown et al. (2012) was loaded into

HormonomicsDB returning a >100% match rate. This could
be attributed to redundant compounds, duplicate hits,

non feasible biotranformations, and noise.

The biotranformation approach in HormonomicsDB
provides insight into potential new plant hormone

conjugates, leading to hypothesis generation.

The ability to use the tool as a shell allows for the potential
to use HormonomicsDB for a wide range of applications.
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Synthetic Biotransformations
To assist in hypothesis
generation, datasets can be
searched for synthetic
transformations of the
compounds in
HormonomicsDB. This is
performed by searching for
the m/z resulting from
(de)methylation,
(de)amination,
(de)hydroxylation,
(de)glycosylation reactions.

Limitations: RTs cannot be
predicted and some
transformations are not
feasible Melatonin pathway with identified conjugates (red).

HormonomicsDB could help uncover more conjugates.

The Hormonomics
workflow was designed

to be simple and
reproducible across

laboratories. A standard
C18 column with a

linear ACN and
acidified water

gradient is used.

Data is then processed
using HormonomicsDB

.

Screenshot of the
tool showing the
input panel and
the matches to

the monoisotopic
and M+H dataset.
Data is sorted by

match to
predicted

retention time.


